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In-depth genetic
characterization of the SARS-
CoV-2 pandemic in a two-year
frame in North Macedonia using
second and third generation
sequencing technologies

Maja Vukovikj1*, Golubinka Boshevska1, Elizabeta Janchevska1,
Teodora Buzharova1, Ardian Preshova1, Milica Simova1,
Aneta Peshnacka1, Dragan Kocinski2, Gordana Kuzmanovska2,
Shaban Memeti2 and Icko Gjorgoski3

1Laboratory of Virology, Institute of Public Health, Skopje, North Macedonia, 2Department for
Communicable Diseases Control and Prevention, Institute of Public Health, Skopje, North Macedonia,
3Faculty of Natural Sciences andMathematics, Institute of Biology, Skopje, North Macedonia
The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) has a

persistent negative impact on both the public health and the global economy.

To comprehend the origin, transmission routes and discover themutations that

alter the virus’s transmissibility and pathogenicity, full-length SARS-CoV-2

genomes have to be molecularly characterized. Focusing on a two-year time

frame (2020-2021), we provide an in-depth virologic and epidemiological

overview of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic in the Republic of North Macedonia

by assessing the frequency and distribution of the circulating SARS-CoV-2

variants. Using genetic characterization and phylogenetic analysis we shed light

on the molecular evolution of the virus as well as test for a possible connection

between specific SARS-CoV-2 haplotypes and the severity of the clinical

symptoms. Our results show that one fifth (21.51%) of the tested respiratory

samples for SARS-CoV-2 were positive. A noticeable trend in the incidence and

severity of the COVID-19 infections was observed in the 60+ age group

between males and females. Of the total number of positive cases, the

highest incidence of SARS-CoV-2 was noticed in 60+ males (4,170.4/

100,000), with a statistically significant (0,0001) difference between the two

sexes. Additionally, a 1.8x increase in male mortality and consequentially

significantly higher number of death cases was observed compared to

females of the same age group (0.001). A total of 327 samples were

sequenced in the period March 2020 - August 2021, showing the temporal

distribution of SARS-CoV-2 variants circulating in North Macedonia. The

phylogenetic analysis showed that most of the viral genomes were closely

related and clustered in four distinctive lineages, B.1, B.1.1.7, B.1.351 and

B.1.617.2. A statistically significant difference was observed in the 2C_1

haplotype (p=0.0013), where 10.5% of the patients were hospitalized due to
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severe clinical condition. By employing genetic sequencing, coupled with

epidemiological investigations, we investigated viral distribution patterns,

identified emerging variants and detected vaccine breakthrough infections.

The present work is the first molecular study giving a comprehensive overview

of the genetic landscape of circulating SARS-CoV-2 viruses in North

Macedonia in a period of two years.
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Introduction

A significant global public health issue emerged in 2019, now

well-known as the coronavirus disease (COVID-19), caused by

the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus (1). The SARS-CoV-2 outbreak

has caused an estimated 617 million cases of COVID-19 and 6,5

million deaths worldwide by September 19, 2022 (https://www.

worldometers.info/coronavirus/).

The 29,903 nucleotides long, single-stranded RNA beta-

coronavirus known as SARS-CoV-2 encodes both structural

and non-structural proteins (2). In order to mediate

membrane fusion and cell entrance, the spike (S) glycoprotein,

is critical in recognizing the human host cell surface receptor

angiotensin-converting enzyme-2 (ACE-2) (3, 4). The virus

disrupts the host cell molecular functions as soon as it enters

the cell, inducing interferon responses and ultimately apoptosis.

Variants of concern (VOCs) caused by mutations in the S gene

have the potential to improve “viral fitness” by enhancing ACE-2

receptor affinity, infectivity, viral replication, transmissibility,

resistance to neutralizing antibodies, immunological escape, thus

leading to increased illness severity and risk of reinfection (5).

To date, five variants of concern (VOCs) have been

designated by the World Health Organization: Five VOCs

have been recognized and include B.1.1.7 (Alpha), B.1.351

(Beta), P.1 (Gamma), B.1.617.2 (Delta), and B.1.1.529

(Omicron) (https://www.who.int/activities/tracking-SARS-

CoV-2-variants). The Alpha variant was characterized by

amino acid mutations D614G, N501Y and the H69-V70

deletion, Beta by three critical mutations in the receptor-

binding domain (RBD) of the S protein - K417N, E484K and

N501Y and Delta’s main changes were D614G, T478K and

L452R (6). The Omicron variant contains 15 mutations in the

RBD alone and over 30 mutations in the S protein, which may

reduce the effectiveness of therapeutic antibodies and increase

the ACE2 binding (7). Despite having the same origin, these

strains differ in terms of pathogenesis, transmissibility, illness

severity, vaccine efficacy and disease severity.
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Therefore, molecular characterization of full-length SARS-

CoV-2 genomes is essential to comprehend the virus’s origin,

transmission routes and genome variations that affect the virus’s

pathogenicity and transmissibility. For those involved in the

fight against infectious disease, sequencing data present essential

information. They help with the development of vaccines and

antivirals, phylogenetic analysis, tracking the spread of viruses,

monitoring the evolution of pathogens, developing other

diagnostic tests and identifying any primary and intermediate

zoonotic hosts (8).

The aims of our study were to give an in-depth virologic and

epidemiological overview of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemics in the

period January 2020 to December 2021 in North Macedonia, to

assess the frequency and distribution of the circulating SARS-

CoV-2 variants, to discern the molecular evolution of SARS-

CoV-2 through genetic characterization and phylogenetic

analysis and to discover, if any, connection between the SARS-

CoV-2 haplotypes and the severity of the clinical symptoms.

Additionally, we compared the sequencing results obtained with

Illumina and Nanopore as second and third generation

sequencing platforms.

Material and methods

A total number of 284,549 respiratory samples (nasal and

throat swabs) were prospectively collected from January 2020 to

December 2021 in the laboratory of virology at the Institute of

Public Health. The analyzed samples include patients referred to the

laboratory for routine testing from the regional Centers of Public

Health, clinical samples of hospitalized patients in COVID-19

centres and private testing for travelling. The sampling was

carried out in the first 1–7 days of the symptom’s onset for the

symptomatic patients, while asymptomatic positive cases were

detected usually among individuals getting tested for travel

purposes or family members/contacts of confirmed cases. All

samples were transported in virus transport medium (VTM)

(COPAN Diagnostics, Inc., Murrieta, CA, United States),
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accompanied by patients’ anonymous forms, including age, gender,

sampling date, place of residence and symptoms. The exclusion

criteria include use of unsuitable transport media, prolonged

transport time without suitable refrigeration or media spillage.

From the total number of tested samples, 327 whole SARS-CoV-

2 genomes were sequenced. The samples for sequencing were

selected randomly, taking into consideration an equal

geographical distribution of the samples. The selected samples

with low cycle threshold values (≤30) were further subjected

to sequencing.
Ethical approval

Ethical approval was received from the Ethics Committee of

the Medical Faculty, University “Ss. Cyril and Methodius”,

North Macedonia (No. 03-4731/4).
Detection and molecular
characterization of SARS-CoV-2

Viral RNA extractions from the respiratory samples were

performed using the RNeasy Mini Kit according to the

manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Shortly

after the start of the pandemic, due to the high throughput we

started using automatic extraction - KingFisher™ Flex

Purification System (Thermo Fisher, Massachusetts, United

States) and SaMag-96 (Sacace, Como, Italy) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. All SARS-CoV-2 samples selected

for sequencing were re-isolated with the RNeasy Mini Kit, to

obtain higher integrity and quality of the viral RNA. Viral RNA

detections were carried out with the SARS-CoV-2 real-time RdRP

gene duplex reverse transcription (RT)-polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) developed and provided by Institute Pasteur, Paris, France

(9). In addition, we made an in-house improvement of the assay

by adding an internal RP control, which was validated according

to the FIND recommendations (10). The second kit used for

testing was TaqPath COVID-19 CE-IVD RT-PCR Kit (Thermo

Fisher, Massachusetts, United States) that targets three genes

(ORF1ab, N, and S), according to the manufacturer’s

instructions. Due to the H69-V70 deletion in the Alpha variant,

a failure to amplify the S gene occurred when using the TaqPath

RT-PCR Kit. Samples were considered SARS-CoV-2 positive if the

internal control was amplified and at least two SARS-CoV-2 gene

targets were detected by the RT-PCR assays.
Nanopore sequencing

The ARTIC Network nCoV-2019 sequencing protocol was

used for the multiplexed PCR amplicon approach (11). A reverse

transcription reaction was carried out using LunaScript RT
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SuperMix (NEB, United States) coupled with non-specific

primers such as random hexamers and anchored polyT, from

previously diluted extract in accordance with Ct values. To

amplify the whole genome, two pools (A and B) of the

multiplex PCR primer set v1 were utilized (12). 2,5 µl of the

synthesized cDNA was utilized as the template for each pool.

Using 32 cycles for all samples, tiling 400 nt-amplicons with 20

base pair overlaps (excluding primers) were produced. With the

use of the UltraII End Prep Reaction Module (NEB, United

States), PCR amplicon pools were end-repaired and dA-tailed

before the native barcodes were ligated with the NEBNext UltraII

Ligation module (NEB, United States). After performing library

clean-up with AMpure XP beads and short fragment buffer (SFB),

the libraries were eluted in 15 ml of ONT’s elution buffer. The

dsDNAHS Assay Kit was used to quantify the amplicons with the

Qubit 2.0 fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, United States).

Using the Natives Barcoding kits EXP-NBD104/EXP-NBD114

(ONT) and the Ligation Sequencing kit SQK-LSK109, the library

preparation for the MinION sequencing was carried out in

accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and

modifications as per Josh Quick et al. (13). The final library was

sequenced on a FLO-MIN106 (R9.5) flow cell, while multiplexing

twenty-four samples per run. The length of the ONT sequencing

runs varied depending on the genome coverage in real-time,

although they typically lasted for about 24 hours.
Nanopore bioinformatics workflow

Real-time visualization of genome coverage and reference

matching for each barcode were performed using the

RAMPART tool (Read Assignment, Mapping, and Phylogenetic

Analysis in Real Time), developed by the ARTIC network (14). To

create fast5 and fastQ files, real-time basecalling was done using

MinKNOW and its integrated Guppy high accuracy model

(v3.5.2)(ONT). The minimum q-score a read must attain to

pass qscore filtering was 7, roughly corresponding to a basecall

accuracy of 85%. Following basecalling, we used EPI2ME and its

associated tool WIMP for quick species identification as well as

comprehensive QC metrics to gain an understanding in the

performance of the run. Using ONT Guppy Barcoding Software

v3.1.5 + 781ed575, the quality-checked reads were demultiplexed

and trimmed for adapters. Using CLC Genomic Workbench

version 20.0.4, mapping, alignment, consensus creation, and

variant calling were completed (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). We

conducted data analysis in parallel using a variety of GALAXY

tools (https://usegalaxy.eu). Using Minimap2 (v2.9), the readings

were mapped against the SARS-CoV-2 reference (NC 045512)

(15). SAMtools depth was used to obtain the coverage data, while

ivar consensus (v 1.3.1) was used for generating a consensus

sequence. For variant calling we used nanopolish (v0.13.2) (16).

Data were manually examined using Tablet (v1.19) (17).
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Illumina sequencing

Hybrid capture-based targeted enrichment approach was

performed using the Illumina DNA Prep with Enrichment kit.

NEBNext® UltraTM II RNA First Strand Synthesis Module and

NEBNext® UltraTM II Non-Directional RNA Second Strand kit

New England Biolabs, MA, USA) were used to create double

stranded cDNA from 5 µL (<10 ng) of RNA. According to

manufacturer instructions, the generated cDNA was utilized as

input for library preparation with the Illumina DNA Prep with

Enrichment kit (18). Purified amplicons were used for the library

preparation, in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.

These instructions call for tagmentation, stop tagmentation, three

washes, PCR with indexing, dual-sided size selection, and

purification before individual libraries are pooled (18). Pre-

enriched libraries were pooled by mass. A respiratory virus

biotinylated adjacent oligoprobes panel, extended to include

SARS-CoV-2 served as the basis for the enrichment process (19).

Forty-eight samples were sequenced with the Illumina MiniSeq

system using a MiniSeq High Output Reagent Kit (150-cycles). A

detailed laboratory method can be found on protocols.io (20).
Illumina bioinformatics workflow

With the use of the Illumina Dynamic Read Analysis for

GENomics (DRAGEN; v3.5.13; Illumina) Bio-IT Platform,

sequencing data from the RVP capture method were processed.

Using CLC Genomic Workbench version 20.0.4, mapping,

alignment, consensus creation, and variant calling were completed

(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Additionally, we used the GALAXY

platform tools (https://usegalaxy.eu/) and reads were mapped using

the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner MEM algorithm (BWA-MEM)

(v0.7.7) against the SARS-CoV-2 reference (NC 045512).

SAMtools depth was used to assess the genome coverage. We

utilized ivar consensus (v1.3.1) to create the consensus sequence

and ivar varaints to identify variants (v 1.3.1). Data were manually

inspected using Tablet (v1.19) (17).
Illumina quality metrics

The basic quality metrics used for Illumina sequencing

remained high and met the expected values on sequencing runs.

For the six MiniSeq runs, the Q-score >30 was in range between 91

to 97.8%.
Statistical analysis

All statistical tests and visualizations were performed with R

(v4.1.1), using ggplot2 (v3.3.5), dplyr (v1.0.7), and tidyr (v1.1.3),
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packages. Chi-square test and Fischer exact test were carried out

with the “stats” package. Additionally, Microsoft Excel 2016 for

Windows 10 and OpenEpi (http://www.openepi.com/Menu/

OE_Menu.htm) were used for statistical data analyses. P-

values < 0,05 were considered statistically significant.
Phylogenetic analysis

ClustalW (21) was used to create nucleotide alignments and

MEGA (Molecular Evolutionary Genetics Analysis v.11) was

used to align codon positions (22). Using MEGA, a maximum

likelihood phylogenetic tree with the General Time Reversible

Model (GTR) was inferred, and the bootstrap analysis with 1,000

replications was used to determine the reliability of the tree’s

topology. For better graphic representation of the phylogenetic

trees Figtree v1.4.4 was used (23). The sequence data were

deposited in the Global Initiative on Sharing Avian Influenza

Data (GISAID) EpiCoV database (24).
Results

Temporal distribution of the SARS-CoV-2
virus cases

A total of 284,549 respiratory samples were tested for SARS-

CoV-2 in a two-year time frame, of which 61,206 (21.51%) tested

positive. During the examined period, three major waves were

observed caused by three different variants. Namely, the first wave

spanned from week 41 to 52/2020 and the surge of cases was

caused by the B.1 (20A and 20B) lineage. Week 46/2020 was

marked by the highest number of laboratory confirmed cases

throughout the observed period (n=2,544). The emergence of the

Alpha variant drove the second wave, starting from week 7/2021

and reaching the highest number of positive cases in week 12

(n=2,187). The epidemiological situation in North Macedonia

exhibited a trend of stabilization by week 18/2021, leading to a few

months with very low number of positive detections. The third

SARS-CoV-2 wave started as a result of the emergence of the

Delta variant, with numbers growing rapidly from week 31/2021

(n=85) to week 33/2022 (n=775) (Figure 1). The predominant

circulating variant in N. Macedonia was Delta until week 52/2021,

before the newest Omicron variant took over.

Additionally, we analyzed the SARS-CoV-2 positive cases by

age group and sex, to check for any possible significant

differences. Regarding the age groups, the highest number of

SARS-CoV-2 positive cases was detected in the age group 60+

(n=16,276), whereas the highest specific morbidity of 4,101.9/

100,000 was registered in the age group 50-59 (n=11,496)

(Figure 2). High morbidity was observed in the age group 40-

49 (3,688.4/100,000) and 30-39 (3,322.7/100,000), where 11,160
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and 10,770 positive SARS-CoV-2 cases were detected,

respectively. Further on, when analyzing the incidence of

SARS-CoV-2 positive cases by age and sex, the highest specific

morbidity among males was observed in the 60+ group (4,170.4/

100,000), while the highest incidence among females was in the

50-59 age group (4,376.2/100,000) (Figure 3). The number of

positive cases among males in the 60+ group was significantly

higher compared to females (0.0001).
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Temporal distribution of the
SARS-CoV-2 deaths

Four distinctive peaks were observed in the number of death

cases among SARS-CoV-2 positive patients, following the

pattern of the emergence and introduction of new variants in

the population (Figure 4). The highest number of death cases

was recorded in week 12/2021 (n=81), during the Alpha wave.
FIGURE 1

Number of SARS-CoV-2 cases on a weekly basis in a two-year span, color coded by variant. B.1 lineage designated with green, Alpha with blue,
Delta with red and Omicron with yellow.
FIGURE 2

Number of SARS-CoV-2 cases in the period January 2020 – December 2021 and SARS-CoV-2 incidence by age groups.
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We analyzed the death cases by age group and sex, to check

for any possible significant differences. The incidence of

deceased males and females was highest in the age group 60+

(5,213/100,000 and 294,7/100,000, respectively), however the
Frontiers in Virology 06
mortality among males was 1.8 times higher compared to

females in the 60+ group (Figure 5). Moreover, the number of

death cases among males in the 60+ group was significantly

higher compared to the female group (p=0.001).
FIGURE 3

Incidence of SARS-CoV-2 positive cases in the period January 2020 – December 2021 by age group and sex. The statistically significant
difference between males and females in the 60+ age group (0.0001) is marked with an asterisk (*). Males designated with blue, while females
with red color, respectively.
FIGURE 4

Number of death cases on a weekly basis in a two-year span.
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Genetic characterization and
phylogenetic analysis of
SARS-CoV-2 viruses

A total of 327 samples were sequenced in the period March

2020 - August 2021. Most of the detected mutations (n=56) were

located in the ORF1ab region, followed by the S protein (n=27)

and the N protein (n=12) (Table 1). The ORF1ab region was one

of the mutation hot spots with nsp12 or the RdRP protein

harboring the most common mutation nsp12:P323L (98.78%)

observed in almost all sequences. In the nsp6 protein, a triple

deletion nsp6:F108del, nsp6:G107del, nsp6:S106del reached a

frequency of 59.15%. Similarly, nsp3 harbored three mutations

A890D, I1412T and T183I with frequency above 50% (54.88%.

50.91% and 57.01%, respectively). The D614G mutation in the S

protein had the highest frequency (93.6%), followed by H69-

V70del (64.63%), N501Y (60.98%), Y144del, S982A and

D1118H (59.76%). Within the N protein, the R203K (69.82%)

and the G204R (68.29%) were the most common mutations. All

substitutions with frequency lower than 3% were not shown in

the table.

All SARS-CoV-2 genomes obtained in this study (n=327) were

selected for phylogenetic analysis, using the maximum likelihood

method (Figure 6). Full-length virus genomes were annotated using

the reference genome of hCoV-19/Wuhan/Hu-1/2019
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(NC_045512.2). The viral phylogeny is based on the consensus

sequence assembled of each sample and the branching indicates the

evolutionary differences between samples. Based on the

phylogenetic tree, the clustering of the sequences matched the

previously established PANGO lineages: B.1, B.1.1.7, B.1.351 and

B.1.617.2. The B.1 lineage was characterized by several distinctive

branches, representing different clades. A large proportion of the

sequenced viruses clustered together as they belonged to the B.1.1.7

lineage. The B.1.351 lineage was represented by only one detected

case, clustering with viruses from Italy, Germany and Slovenia. The

Delta lineage viruses clustered into several different clades, all being

very closely related. Supplementary Table 1 contains all sequenced

virus names for each lineage.

In the period March 2020-January 2021 the B.1 line

predominated in North Macedonia. Different B.1 clades

circulated in the aforementioned period, with 20B being the

dominant clade in March, August and September 2020 (100%).

In April 2020, we noticed co-circulation of clades 20A and 20B

(66.7% and 33.3%, respectively), however 20A was not detected

again until January 2021 (38.6%). Clade 20D (Lambda) was

observed only in January 2021, with a frequency of 4.5%. The

viruses belonging to clade 20E were detected in three consecutive

months January-March 2021 with low frequencies (2.3%, 2.2%

and 2.1%, respectively). In January 2021 the first cases belonging

to the B.1.1.7 lineage were confirmed with sequencing (11.4%),
FIGURE 5

Incidence of SARS-CoV-2 death cases in the period January 2020 – December 2021 by age and sex. The statistically significant difference in
the number of death cases between males and females in the 60+ age group (p=0.001) was marked with asterisk (*). Males designated with
blue, while females with red color, respectively.
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with a rapid increase in February (57.8%). The period March-

June 2021 was predominated by the B.1.1.7 lineage with almost

100% frequency. In May 2021 we detected the first confirmed

B.1.351 lineage (case, however this lineage did not continue its

circulation within the population. In July 2021 we detected a co-
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circulation of 3 different Delta subclades, 21J (41.4%), 21I (8.6%)

and 21A (1.4%), together with the Alpha variant (48.6%). In

August 2021, it is clearly visible that Delta had completely taken

over, with Delta 21J (87.5%) becoming the dominant variant

(Figure 7). Figure 8 shows the geographical distribution of the
TABLE 1 A comprehensive overview of all detected mutations in the S, N and ORF1ab proteins.

S protein mutations Total % N protein mutations Total % Nsp protein mutations Total %

S:S982A 196 59.76 N:S235F 196 59.76 nsp1:F143del 15 4.57

S:S939F 16 4.88 N:G204R 224 68.29 nsp1:S142del 15 4.57

S:T716I 195 59.45 N:A156S 19 5.79 nsp2:E574K 10 3.05

S:N439K 21 6.40 N:R203M 62 18.90 nsp2:K81N 15 4.57

S:N501Y 200 60.98 N:D377Y 59 17.99 nsp2:T44I 21 6.40

S:A570D 138 42.07 N:G215C 49 14.94 nsp3:A488S 29 8.84

S:Q677H 16 4.88 N:D63G 37 11.28 nsp3:A890D 180 54.88

S:L189F 18 5.49 N:D3L 199 60.67 nsp3:D1121N 16 4.88

S:V70del 212 64.63 N:Q418L 10 3.05 nsp3:E405A 22 6.71

S:H69del 212 64.63 N:R203K 229 69.82 nsp3:I1412T 167 50.91

S:V772I 18 5.49 N:D401Y 11 3.35 nsp3:I1683T 21 6.40

S:P681H 118 35.98 N:K405stop 37 11.28 nsp3:K1077N 15 4.57

S:Y144del 196 59.76 nsp3:P1228L 27 8.23

S:D1118H 196 59.76 nsp3:P1469S 29 8.84

S:D614G 307 93.60 nsp3:P822L 11 3.35

S:A222V 10 3.05 nsp3:T183I 187 57.01

S:L452R 62 18.90 nsp3:T819I 17 5.18

S:S1252Y 10 3.05 nsp4:A446V 11 3.35

S:F157del 61 18.60 nsp4:T492I 50 15.24

S:T478K 60 18.29 nsp4:V167L 49 14.94

S:T19R 60 18.29 nsp5:G71S 20 6.10

S:T95I 27 8.23 nsp5:K90R 11 3.35

S:E156G 54 16.46 nsp6:F108del 194 59.15

S:D950N 32 9.76 nsp6:G107del 194 59.15

S:P681R 36 10.98 nsp6:L260F 21 6.40

S:G142D 60 18.29 nsp6:S106del 194 59.15

S:R158del 54 16.46 nsp6:T181I 11 3.35

nsp6:T77A 48 14.63

nsp9:M101I 21 6.40

nsp10:G127C 13 3.96

nsp10:Y126stop 19 5.79

nsp12:G671S 59 17.99

nsp12:P323L 324 98.78

nsp12:V720I 21 6.40

nsp13:A598S 21 6.40

nsp13:H290Y 21 6.40

nsp13:P53L 18 5.49

nsp13:P77L 58 17.68

nsp14:A394V 29 8.84

nsp14:E453D 15 4.57

nsp14:P46L 20 6.10

nsp14:Y420stop 58 17.68
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SARS-CoV-2 variants in North Macedonia. The highest number

of variants was detected in Skopje, as the one with the largest

population and highest number of tested samples.

We went a step further and grouped the genomes into different

haplotypes comprising the same unique combination of
Frontiers in Virology 09
substitutions, within a particular lineage (Figure 9). The

haplotypes comprised both spike and non-spike substitutions

throughout the SARS-CoV-2 genome (Table 2). Haplotype 1 was

characterized by the mutations N:K405*, nsp12:P323L, nsp12:

M924R and nsp14:Y420stop and was the dominant haplotype
FIGURE 6

Phylogenetic tree of Macedonian sequenced strains of SARS-CoV-2. Lineages are separated into different color boxes, colors representing
different clades are designated in figure legend.
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FIGURE 7

Distribution of SARS-CoV-2 clades in the period between March 2020 and August 2021.
FIGURE 8

Geogrpahical distribution of SARS-CoV-2 clades in North Macedonia.
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circulating in 2020 (100%). In the period January-February 2021,

haplotype 1A harboring the additional mutations N:R203K, N:

G204R, nsp3:D1121N, nsp5:G71S, nsp12:P323L, S:D614G and S:

Q677H reached a frequency of 36%. Haplotype 2 was characterized

by several newly emerged mutations, especially in the S protein (S:

L189F, S:N439K, S:D614G, S:V772I, S:S939F; S:H69- and S:V70-)

with a frequency of 20.2%. Haplotype 2A, comprised all signature

Alpha variant mutations (N:D3L, N:R203K, N:G204R, N:S235F,

nsp3:T183I, nsp3:A890D, nsp3:I1412T, nsp12:P323L, NS8:Q27*,

NS8:R52I, NS8:Y73C, S:N501Y, S:A570D, S:D614G, S:P681H, S:

T716I, S:S982A, S:D1118H, nsp6:S106del, nsp6:G107del, nsp6:

F108del, S:H69-V70del, S:Y144del) and it reaches its dominance

in the periodMay-June 2021 with 73.5%. Haplotype 2A_1 harbored

three additional mutations in the ORF1ab region when compared

to haplotype 1 (nsp2:T44I, nsp3:E405A and nsp6:L260F) and

reached a frequency of 12% in the period May-June 2021.

Haplotype 2A_4 contained three different mutations, including

one in the S protein (nsp12:N215Y, nsp14:H455Q, S:S221L),

however it reached a frequency of only 3.6% in May-June 2021.

Haplotype 2C, reached a frequency of 53.2% in July-August 2021,

followed by haplotype 2C_1 (8.5%). The only characterized

breakthrough infection belonged to haplotype 2C_2, as it was

neither pure 21A Delta, nor it had all co-existing mutations of

the 21I Delta clade. This haplotype harbored a signature set of 7 co-

appearing mutations (nsp2:P129L, nsp3:H1274Y, nsp3:P822L,

nsp4:A446V, nsp6:V149A, nsp15:H234Y and N:R385K).

Additionally, by grouping the mutations into haplotypes, we

attempted to correlate a signature set of both spike and non-

spike constellation of mutations with the clinical manifestation
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of the disease (Figure 10). A statistically significant difference

was observed in the haplotype 2C_1 group (p=0.0013), where

10.5% of the patients were hospitalized due to severe clinical

condition. This haplotype was characterized by several

distinctive mutations in the S, N and ORF1ab proteins. The

epidemiological data showed that all haplotype 2C_1 cases were

immediately hospitalized after receiving a confirmation for

positive SARS-CoV-2 result, having remained in the hospital

for at least three weeks. All had oxygen requirement, but none

was put on mechanical ventilation. No comorbidities were

reported. High percentage of hospitalized patients was

observed in the haplotype 2C group (14%), but without

statistical significance (p=0.2618). Additionally, almost half of

the SARS-CoV-2 sequenced cases, collected from hospitalized

patients belonged to haplotype 2A (49.1%), however when

compared to the outpatient group with the same haplotype no

significant difference were found (p= 0.3797).
Sequencing depth and metrics second
and third generation sequencing

The mean sequencing depths obtained with the Illumina

platform vis-à-vis the Nanopore platform were 2450x coverage

and 856X coverage, respectively. The average number of reads

and sequence length for Illumina was 1,683.900 and 30-150bps,

however the number of reads with Nanopore was notably lower

(81,109), but as expected the length of the produced sequences

was between 100-3000 bps. The passing filter was set to >85%,
FIGURE 9

Schematic presentation of the distribution of haplotypes within different time periods of the pandemic.
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with coverage of the genome >10X. Twenty-one samples did not

pass the sequencing metrics and all had a Ct value of above 30.

The percentage of mapped reads was similar for both platforms

98.36% (Illumina) and 98.16% (Nanopore), however the

PHRED score for the mapped reads differed (35 and 16,

respectively). Additionally, the average error rate per base per

read for Illumina was 0.005%, while the error rate for Nanopore

was higher 0.12%. Despite the elevated error rates observed in

the Nanopore sequencing reads, highly accurate consensus-level

sequence determination was achieved above a minimum ~60x

coverage depth.
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Discussion

Since its emergence in December 2019, the extremely

contagious and dangerous SARS-CoV-2 virus has claimed

millions of lives worldwide. The SARS-CoV-2 genome has

been rapidly changing since the start of the pandemic, and

there is evidence that these changes have an effect on the virus’s

pathogenicity (25–28). Different variants of SARS-CoV-2 have

emerged from geographic regions whose epidemiological

conditions allowed for the stabilization of certain genetic

combinations that had an impact on their fitness (25–28). In
TABLE 2 Haplotypes and the corresponding mutations.

Haplotype Lineage Set of mutations

Haplotype 1 B.1 N:K405*, nsp12:P323L, nsp12:M924R, nsp14:Y420stop

Haplotype 1A B.1 N:R203K,N:G204R, nsp3:D1121N, nsp5:G71S, nsp12:P323L, S:D614G,S:Q677H

Haplotype 1B Lambda
C.37; 20D

N:R203K,N:G204R,N:G238C, nsp2:A357T, nsp3:E195K, nsp3:T428I, nsp4:A380V, nsp5:G15S, nsp9:T35I, nsp12:P323L, NS9b:N36S, S:A411S,
S:L452R, S:D614G

Haplotype 1C B.1.177
(20E)

N:A220V, N:P365S, N:P383L, nsp5:T93I, nsp12:P323L, nsp12:T806I, nsp15:M271T, nsp16:M270I, S:L176F, S:A222V, S:D614G

Haplotype 2 B.1 N:R203K, N:G204R, nsp3:T819I, nsp3:I1683T, nsp9:M101I, nsp12 P323L, nsp12:V720I, nsp13:P53L, nsp13:H290Y, nsp13:A598S, nsp13:
P53L, nsp14:E453D, NS3a:Q185H, NS8:E64*, S:L189F, S:N439K, S:D614G, S:V772I, S:S939F; S:H69-, S:V70-

Haplotype 2A Alpha;
B.1.1. 7
(20I)

N:D3L, N:R203K, N:G204R,N:S235F, nsp3:T183I, nsp3:A890D, nsp3:I1412T, nsp12:P323L, NS8:Q27*, NS8:R52I, NS8:Y73C, S:N501Y, S:
A570D, S:D614G, S:P681H, S:T716I, S:S982A, S:D1118H, nsp6:S106del, nsp6:G107del, nsp6:F108del, S:H69-, S:V70-, S:Y144-

Haplotype
2A_1

Alpha;
B.1.1. 7
(20I)

N:D3L, N:R203K, N:G204R, N:S235F, nsp2:T44I, nsp3:T183I, nsp3:E405A, nsp3:A890D, nsp6:L260F, nsp12:P323L, NS8:Q27*, NS8:R52I,
NS8:Y73C, S:N501Y, S:A570D, S:D614G, S:P681H, S:T716I, S:S982A, S:D1118H, nsp6:S106del, nsp6:G107del, nsp6:F108del, S:H69-, S:V70-,

S:Y144-

Haplotype
2A_2

Alpha;
B.1.1. 7
(20I)

N:R203K, N:G204R, N:S235F, nsp3:T183I, nsp3:A890D, nsp3:L1244F, nsp3:I1412T, nsp12:P323L, nsp13:K460R, NS8:Q27*, NS8:R52I, NS8:
Y73C, S:N501Y, S:A570D, S:D614G, S:P681H,S:T716I, S:S982A, S:D1118H, nsp6:S106del, nsp6:G107del, nsp6:F108del, S:H69-, S:V70-, S:

Y144-

Haplotype
2A_3

Alpha;
B.1.1. 7
(20I)

N:D3L, N:R203K, N:G204R, N:S235F, nsp3:T183I, nsp3:A890D, nsp3:I1412T, nsp12:P227L, nsp12:P323L, NS8:Q27*, NS8:R52I, NS8:K68*,
NS8:Y73C, S:N501Y, S:A570D, S:D614G, S:P681H, S:T716I, S:S982A, S:D1118H, nsp6:S106del, nsp6:G107del, nsp6:F108del, S:H69-, S:V70-,

S:Y144-

Haplotype
2A_4

Alpha;
B.1.1. 7
(20I)

N:D3L, N:R203K, N:G204R, N:S235F, nsp3:T183I, nsp3:A890D, nsp3:I1412T, nsp12:N215Y, nsp12:P323L, nsp14:H455Q, NS8:Q27*, NS8:
R52I, NS8:Y73C, S:S221L, S:N501Y, S:A570D, S:D614G, S:P681H, S:T716I, S:S982A, S:D1118H, nsp6:S106del, nsp6:G107del, nsp6:F108del, S:

H69-, S:V70-, S:Y144-

Haplotype
2A_5

Alpha;
B.1.1. 7
(20I)

N:D3L, N:T135I, N:R203K, N:G204R, N:S235F, N:T366I, nsp2:E574K, nsp3:T183I, nsp3:A890D, nsp3:I1412T, nsp12:P323L, NS8:Q27*, NS8:
R52I, NS8:Y73C, S:N501Y, S:A570D, S:D614G, S:P681H, S:T716I,S:S982A, S:D1118H, nsp6:S106del, nsp6:G107del, nsp6:F108del, S:H69-, S:

V70-,S:Y144-

Haplotype_2B Beta;
B.1.351
(20H)

E P71L, N A90S, N T205I, N T362I, NS3 Q57H, NS3 S171L, NS7b E39stop, nsp2:N290S, nsp2:T85I, nsp3:H920Y, nsp3:K837N, nsp3:S794L,
nsp5:K90R, nsp6:F108del, nsp6:G107del, nsp6:S106del, nsp12:P323L, S:A701V, S:D80A, S:D215G, S:D614G, S:E484K, S:H69-, S:K417N, S:

N501Y, S:V70-, S:Y144-

Haplotype 2C Delta;
B.1.617.2
(21J)

M:I82T, N:D63G, N:R203M, N:G215C, N:D377Y, nsp3:A488S, nsp3:P1228L, nsp3:P1469S, nsp4:T492I, nsp4:V167L, nsp6:T77A, nsp12:
P323L, nsp12:G671S, nsp13:P77L, nsp14:A394V, NS3a:S26L, NS7a:F46L, NS7a:V82A, NS7a:T120I, NS7b:T40I, NS9b:T60A, S:T19R, S:T95I,

S:G142D, S:R158G, S:L452R, S:T478K, S:D614G, S:P681R, S:D950N, NS8:D119-, NS8:F120-, S:E156-, S:F157-

Haplotype
2C_1

Delta;
B.1.617.2
(21I)

M:I82T, N:D63G, N:R203M, N:R209I, N:M210I, N:D377Y, nsp3:P822L, nsp4:A446V, nsp5:K90R, nsp6:T181I, nsp6:V149A, nsp12:P323L,
nsp12:G671S, nsp13:P77L, NS3a:S26L, NS7a:V82A, NS7a:T120I, NS9b:T60A, S:T19R, S:R21T, S:G142D, S:R158G, S:A222V, S:L452R, S:

T478K, S:D614G, S:P681R, S:D950N, NS8:D119-, NS8:F120-, S:E156-, S:F157-

Haplotype
2C_2

Delta;
B.1.617.2
(21A)

M:I82T, N:A119S, N:R203M, N:D377Y, N:R385K, nsp2:P129L, nsp3:C1191S, nsp3:H1274Y, nsp3:P822L, nsp4:A446V, nsp6:V149A, nsp12
G671S, nsp12 M924R, nsp12:P323L, nsp13:P77L, nsp13:T127I, nsp14:A482K, nsp14:C484R, nsp14:Y420stop, nsp15:H234Y, NS3a:S26L,

NS7a:V82A, NS7a:L116F, NS7a:T120I, NS8:G8V, S:L5F, S:T19R, S:G142D, S:R158G, S:M177T, S:L452R, S:T478K, S:D614G, S:P681R, nsp1:
F143del, nsp1:K141del, nsp1:S142del, NS8:D119-, NS8:F120-, S:E156-, S:F157-
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this study, we analyzed a two-year period of the greatest

pandemic modern society has ever faced.

In the period January 2020 to December 2021, the

epidemiological situation in North Macedonia was characterized

by three major waves driven by the B.1, B.1.1.7 (Alpha) and

B.1.617.2 (Delta) lineages, similar as around the world (29–31).

Four distinctive peaks were observed in the number of deceased

SARS-CoV-2 infected patients, following the pattern of the

emergence and introduction of new variants in the population.

The mortality among males was 1.8 times higher compared to

females in the 60+ group and consequently the number of death

cases among males in the same group was significantly higher

compared to the females (p=0.001). To exclude the previous

medical history of the patients as a factor influencing the co-

relation between the sex of the patients and mortality, we assessed

the percentage of comorbidities in the 60+ age group. Namely, in

the 60+ group of deceased patients, 83.1% of the males had

comorbidities (82.3% cardiovascular disease, 31.6% diabetes and

14.1% lung disease), whereas comorbidities were reported for

85.3% of the females (85.7% cardiovascular disease, 37.2%

diabetes and 19.5% lung disease). Despite the fact that

comorbidities significantly contribute to the development of

more severe clinical conditions as well as death, their percentage

was comparable in both groups, thus the significant difference in

mortality between males and females is not due to their pre-

existing medical conditions. Similar observations were made in

different studies in Italy, USA and China (32–34), further

supporting our finding that SARS-CoV-2 infected males are

more at risk for worse outcomes and death. A meta-analysis

revealed that age had a significant impact on the COVID-19

patient mortality, with an important cut-off point at age >50 and
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particularly >60 (35). These results are in line with the observation

that older adult patients have a higher susceptibility to infection

and more serious clinical manifestations due to physiological

aging and particularly, a higher prevalence of comorbidities that

contribute to the development of a more severe clinical

condition (36).

SARS-CoV-2 has a modest pace of mutation in comparison

to other widespread viruses like influenza (37). As a result,

SARS-CoV-2 is less likely to undergo mutational changes, such

as antigenic drift and antigenic shift, which change the virus’s

genetic makeup and affects how infectious, transmissible and

pathogenic is. However, over 3000 distinct point mutations have

been found in virus isolates from around the world, indicating

an increased frequency of alterations in the SARS-CoV-2

genome during the pandemic (38). Several SARS-CoV-2 genes,

including S, N, and nsp12 (RdRP), have a wide mutational range

(6). In our study most of the mutations were located in the

ORF1ab gene region and the S protein. Soon after the start of the

pandemic, ORF1ab became one of the mutational hot spots,

particularly nsp2, nsp3, and nsp12 (39, 40). We observed similar

results, with nsp3, nsp6 and nsp12 harboring mutations with the

highest frequency in the ORF1ab region. Nsp12 coding the RdRp

protein harbored the most common mutation nsp12:P323L

(98.78%) observed in almost all sequences, similarly as in

other studies (41). The spike protein has been documented to

have more than 80 substitution mutations and deletions, with

the most notable ones being L452R, followed by E484K, D614G,

A222V, L18F, S477N, H69-V70del and N501Y, respectively (41).

In North Macedonia the D614G mutation in the S protein had

the highest frequency (93.6%), shown to lead to enhanced

binding to the ACE2 receptor and increased replication in
FIGURE 10

Distribuiton of haplotypes between hospitalized patients and outpatients. A statistically significant difference was observed in the haplotype
2C_1 group (p=0.0013) between hospitalized and outpatients and marked with asterisk (*).
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human bronchial and nasal airway epithelial cultures (42). As of

early December 2021, this mutation is found in >99% of the 6

million viral genomes in the GISAID database (43). The RBD

N501Y mutation increases the binding affinity to the ACE-2

receptor and transmissibility (6, 44) and in our study it reached a

frequency of 60.98%.

The phylogenetic analysis showed that most of the viral

genomes were closely related and clustered in four PANGO

designated lineages, B.1, B.1.1.7, B.1.351 and B.1.617.2. The

genetic distances between genomes were small, given the fact

that the novel SARS-CoV-2 virus emerged quite recently and the

timescale of evolution is very small. The sequencing analysis

showed that in the period March 2020 - January 2021 the B.1

lineage predominated in North Macedonia, as everywhere in the

world (30, 31). The B.1.1.7 variant was first discovered and

transmitted in the United Kingdom (45) and it arrived in our

country at the beginning of 2021. Its swift takeover and complete

predominance in the following months due to its mutational

landscape leading to 40-70% increase in transmissibility (46).

The specific key substitutions boost the affinity for the ACE2

receptor and have an effect on infection and transmission,

specifically in the RBD (N501Y) and close to the furin cleavage

site (P681H) (26). The Beta variant and B.1.1.7 both have few

mutations in common as well as key amino acid changes K417N,

E484K, N501Y, D614G and A701V in their spike proteins. Due to

the presence of the E484K mutation in its spike protein, the Beta

lineage has been reported to have greater transmissibility and

immune evasion ability (47), however it was not successful in our

country having detected only one case. One explanation could be

that the Beta variant is not adequately represented due to the

modest sequencing volumes. Another likely possibility could be

the late introduction of this variant in the country, after Alpha had

already established its dominance and Delta had started

instituting its presence. The competing presence of the two

variants and the higher transmissibility rate of Delta had most

likely impeded the spread of Beta. When compared to Alpha, the

significant spike mutations L452R, T478K, D614G and P681R in

Delta are responsible for increasing its transmissibility and risk of

hospitalization (48–50). The RBD and ACE-2 interaction and

infectivity appear to be enhanced by the L452R mutation (51).

Moreover, the RBD-ACE-2 complex is stabilized by the T478K

mutation along with L452R, which increases the virus infectivity.

Furthermore, increased transmissibility and viral load have been

linked to the P681R mutation, which is present at the cleavage

point between S1 and S2 (52).

A SARS-CoV-2 variant’s high transmissibility and infectivity

are typically attributed to spike protein alterations, while the rapid

accumulation of mutations across non-structural genes is causing

the virus to continuously evolve and change in pathogenicity (53).

By grouping the mutations into haplotypes, we attempted to find

an association with a signature set of both spike and non-spike

constellation substitutions with the clinical manifestation of the

disease. During 2020 the dominant circulating haplotype was
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haplotype 1 harboring the mutations N:K405*, nsp12:P323L,

nsp12:M924R and nsp14:Y420stop. Haplotype 1A comprised the

substitutions N:R203K, N:G204R, nsp12:P323L and S:D614G,

however it was first detected in January 2021. Strains carrying

the combination of mutations S:D614G and nsp12:P323L have

taken over on a global scale, although the individual presence of

these two mutations did not produce successful lineages (54). In

2021, due to the emergence of many new substitutons and

diversification of the mutational landscape of the SARS-CoV-2

virus, several different haplotypes co-circulated in the same period.

High percentage of hospitalized patients was observed in the

haplotype 2C but without statistical significance (p=0.2618).

Given that it emerged relatively late in the pandemic, in June

2020, the mutation N:D63G is very intriguing. The nucleoprotein

N, which is the most abundant protein and is responsible for

packaging the viral genome, is most likely to have had an impact

on infectious virus titers (43). The most striking and statistically

significant difference was observed among the haplotype 2C_1

cases, where 10.5% of the patients were hospitalized due to severe

clinical condition (p=0.0013). While other studies have found an

association of B.1.617.2 with higher odds of oxygen requirement,

ICU admission, or death (28), our study found strong correlation

of a signature set of mutations (haplotype 2C_1) with severe

clinical outcome. Almost 70% of the patients with haplotype

2C_1 were male, corroborating our finding that males are more

prone to severe clinical conditions and death. All cases belonging to

the haplotype 2C_1 were hospitalized for at least three weeks, due

to the severity of their condition and all had oxygen requirement,

but none was put on mechanical ventilation. Significant variations

across the ORF1ab, N region and the S protein caused the

divergence of this haplotype from the prototype 21A Delta,

which might be a consequence of selection pressure due to

growing vaccination rates (53). One of the signature mutations

of the haplotype 2C_1, S:A222V, emerged first in 2020 in the

B.1.177 lineage. The genetic context in which the S:A222V

mutation arises appears to be essential for its viability and the

epidemiological implications of the mutation may be influenced by

epistatic contacts between mutations, with S: T478K and S:L452R,

also possibly modifying the behavior of the open RBD (55). Thus

we can consider S:A222V as an example of a mutation that has

occurred more than once in the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein but has

not been accompanied by an improved epidemiological fitness.

Predicting the success of these novel mutations in the population

might be possible by tracing their interactions with the genetic

background in which they appear. The only characterized

breakthrough infection belonged to haplotype 2C_2 and it

harbored a signature set of 7 co-appearing mutations and the

same set of mutations was found in a small number of samples

from India and Europe (Denmark) (53). Even though we had only

one breakthrough infection in our study, we suspect that the real

number has probably been higher. The vaccination rate for the

total population during the Delta wave in North Macedonia was

40.8% for one dose, 35.1% for two doses and 0.5% for booster
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vaccinated individuals. A large meta-analysis showed that the

effectiveness of the COVID-19 vaccines against the Delta variant

was 86% (RR = 0.14, 95% CI: 0.07–0.54) (56). Moreover, booster-

vaccinated individuals demonstrated a significant reduction in

infection rates compared with non-booster-vaccinated subjects

(57). The loss of immunity caused by the poor booster

vaccination coverage is a plausible reason for the breakthrough

infections in North Macedonia, as it has been demonstrated that

protection against the Delta variant waned over time in vaccinated

persons and that an additional vaccine dose restored protection

(58). Additionally, it was found that vaccination provides 78%

protection against infection by the Delta variant, 90% protection

against hospitalization and 91% protection against death (59).In

this context, the high number of hospitalizations and severe clinical

condition, especially in the 2C_1 haplotype, may be due to the

overall low vaccination coverage in the country.

One of the main limitations of the study is not knowing

which fraction of the patients referred for routine testing, due to

aggravated clinical symptoms, were subsequently hospitalized.

Therefore, by not having an accurate estimate of the ‘tested-to-

subsequently hospitalized’ patients, our analysis is based solely

on the samples received from clinics. Another drawback is the

small number of sequenced samples, especially in the first ten

months of the pandemic. The lack of funds and small sequencing

volumes overall, led to under representation of certain periods

and variants during the course of the pandemic. Additionally,

systematic collection and analysis of SARS-CoV-2 breakthrough

infections, might have given more clarity on the genetic

landscape and mutation enrichment of such cases.

In the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic, sequencing

was used to complement epidemiological investigations, study

viral transmission, discover and identify emerging variants and

comprehend vaccine breakthrough infection. Thanks to the

widespread availability of NGS tools and the online sharing of

genome information, mutations, and variants are routinely

tracked and a large number of full-length genome information

from various countries affected by the pandemic are available.

Any prolonged circulation of SARS-CoV-2 bears the risk of

the virus evolving to increased fitness with sets of mutations that

confer greater transmissibility, immune evasion, or severity than

previous variants. In addition to the spike mutations, the leading

spike-recombinant vaccines may also be affected by the co-

occurring mutations within non-spike proteins. Therefore,

monitoring the SARS-CoV-2 mutations in samples in real-

time can reveal their function in immune evasion potential or

neutralization efficacy (60).

The present work is the first molecular study giving a

comprehensive overview of the genetic landscape of circulating

SARS-CoV-2 viruses in North Macedonia in a period of two years.

This study provides a through insight in the evolution and diversity

of circulating SARS-CoV-2 viruses and their relationships with the

clinical manifestation of the disease.
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